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"There is no such thing as bad weather, only inappropriate clothing"
Roald Amundsen

This catalogue has been put together for Adventure Consultants clients. If you are preparing for a trip or expedition, or just want to update your old kit, we are happy to source equipment for you. If there is something specific that you would like that is not in this catalogue, please ask because it is likely that we can source it for you and provide you with a great price.

Our catalogue was designed in conjunction with our trip equipment notes. If you would like more detailed information on a product, along with the most up to date colour options just click on the website link provided with the item of interest.

If you have any equipment questions at all, please feel free to contact our Equipment Co-ordinator, Aaron Whitehead at our Wanaka Office. He is always happy to assist.

Ordering
Please browse through this catalogue, and then either fill out the order form on the back page or email a list of the items you require to either your Client Liaison or the Equipment Co-ordinator.

We do not generally hold stock of the items in this catalogue. Your equipment will be ordered directly from our suppliers. This means it is important to choose the right size, colour, etc., as we cannot return equipment bought in error.

Because everything is specially ordered from our suppliers, we require a minimum of 2 ½ weeks to source and secure products. All prices listed in this catalogue are recommended retail in New Zealand Dollars*.

We give discount on all non-AC branded equipment—the amount depends on how much you order. Please contact us for a quote.

* Prices are subject to change without notice, as suppliers update their pricing.

Freight
Freight for your order will be charged as a separate cost. Once you have ordered and paid for your equipment, we will then source it from our suppliers, and then consolidate your order at our office. Once we have consolidated the order, we will then pass on the price of your preferred delivery service and send the goods to you once we’ve received payment.

You have the choice of the following freight options:

New Zealand Freight Options:
• ParcelPost.
• Tracked Courier.
• Tracked Courier with Signature.

International Freight Options:
• International Air—Untracked service, 3–10 working day delivery.
• International Courier—Tracked service, 2–6 working day delivery, signature required on delivery.
• International Express Courier—Tracked service, 1–5 working day delivery, signature required on delivery.

Payment Options
We offer payment either by credit card or via bank transfer. The Equipment Co-ordinator will send you the appropriate payment details once your order has been confirmed.

Contact Us
Adventure Consultants Ltd
PO Box 739
20 Brownston Street
Wanaka 9343
New Zealand
Phone: +64 3 443 8711
Email: info@adventure.co.nz
Website: www.adventureconsultants.com
ADVENTURE CONSULTANTS
BRANDED MERCHANDISE

Clothing
Headwear
Mugs
Water Bottles
## The North Face Thermoball Vest

*Women’s size’s available.*

**Key Features:**
- Thermoball clusters trap and retain heat for warmth in cold and wet weather.
- A versatile mid-layer for added warmth.

**Material:** Primaloft Insulation

**Men’s Sizing:** M, L, XL

**Women’s Sizing:** S, M, L


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $280**

## The North Face Traverse Glacier Shirt

*Women’s size’s available.*

**Key Features:**
- If you are only taking one shirt on expedition this should be it! The Glacier shirt is ideal for mountaineering, trekking and travel.
- FlashDry technology fast drying and great temperature regulation.
- UPF 30 to protect from UV rays.

**Material:** 100% Polyester

**Men’s Sizing:** S, M, L, XL, XXL [Colours: Asphalt, Light Grey, Tan]

**Women’s Sizing:** XS, S, M, L, XL [Colours: Indigo, Light Grey]


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $130**

## AC High Altitude T-Shirt

*Women’s size’s available*

**Key Features:**
- Cotton High Altitude Logo T-shirt.

**Material:** 100% Cotton

**Men’s Sizing:** S, M, L, XL [Colours: Black, Green, Blue]

**Women’s Sizing:** S, M [Colours: Black, Blue]


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $40**

## AC Southern Alps T-Shirt

*Women’s size’s available.*

**Key Features:**
- Cotton Southern Alps Logo T-shirt.

**Material:** 100% Cotton

**Men’s Sizing:** S, M, L, XL [Colours: Black, Brown]

**Women’s Sizing:** S, M, L, XL [Colours: Black, Red]


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $40**
AC Buff

Key Features:
- Worn in up to 13 different ways for protection from the sun, dust and cold.
- Wicks moisture and dries quickly.
- A must have for any outdoor adventure.

Material: 100% Polyester Microfiber
Size: One size
Colours: Blue, Yellow, Green

http://www.adventureconsultants.com/adventure/GearStore/

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $40

AC Baseball Cap

Cotton cap with sliding adjustment system in the back.

Material: 100% Cotton
Size: One size
Colours: Black, Yellow, White

http://www.adventureconsultants.com/adventure/GearStore/

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $40

AC Military Cap

Cotton cap with Velcro adjustment system in the back.

Material: 100% Cotton
Size: One Size
Colours: Taupe, Khaki

http://www.adventureconsultants.com/adventure/GearStore/

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $40

The North Face Horizon Breeze Brimmer

Key Features:
- Wide brim with UPF 50 rating.
- Foldable for easy packing.
- QuickDry technology for rapid drying time.
- Mesh around the top of the brim for greater ventilation.
- String adjustment system to keep hat in place.

Material: 100% Polyester

2 Options:
- Horizon Breeze Brimm: One Size [Colour Asphalt]
- Horizon Brimmer: Size's S/M, L/XL [Colour Sage Gray]

http://www.adventureconsultants.com/adventure/GearStore/

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $60
**AC Nalgene Bottle 1 Litre**

Durable, BPA free bottle perfect for taking into the mountains.

- **Material:** BPA, BPS and Phthalate Free Tritan
- **Size:** 1 Litre
- **Colours:** Blue, Red, Orange, Purple, Pink, Green

http://www.adventureconsultants.com/adventure/GearStore/

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $30**

**AC Nalgene Bottle 500ml**

- **Key Features:** Durable, BPA free bottle perfect for taking into the mountains.
- **Material:** BPA, BPS and Phthalate Free Tritan
- **Size:** 500ml
- **Colours:** Orange, Smoky Grey, Pink, Blue

http://www.adventureconsultants.com/adventure/GearStore/

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $25**

**AC Mug**

- **Key Features:** Stainless steel travel mug with a sturdy handle and sliding plastic lid with drink and closure options.
- **Material:** Stainless Steel
- **Colours:** Green

http://www.adventureconsultants.com/adventure/GearStore/

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $40**

**A Climbers Guide to NZ Mountaineering**

- Written by Guy Cotter and Mark Sedon.
- Essential guide for aspiring climbers or those looking to brush up on existing skills.
- Covers a wide range of topics from knots and glacier travel through to crevasse rescue and avalanche awareness.

http://www.adventureconsultants.com/adventure/GearStore/

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $25**
CLOTHING
Waterproof Shell Jackets
Waterproof Shell Pants
Down Insulated jackets
Synthetic Insulated Jackets
Active Insulation
Softshell Jackets
Softshell Pants
Fleece Tops
Fleece Pants
Base Layers
Head Wear
Gloves
Sunglasses
CLOTHING—WATERPROOF SHELL JACKETS

Arc’teryx Alpha SV Jacket

Key Features:
- Top of the line mountaineering shell jacket: full weather protection in a durable and breathable jacket.
- Helmet compatible StormHood with Cohaesive cordlock adjusters.
- 2 crossover pockets and a left bicep pocket with WaterTight zips, an internal dump pocket and a zipped internal chest pocket.

Material: N100p-X Most Rugged 3L GORE-TEX Pro 2.0
Weight: 490g
https://arcteryx.co.nz/products/alpha-sv-jacket-mens

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $1,500

Arc’teryx Beta SV Jacket

Key Features:
- The most durable Gore-Tex 2.0 jacket in the Essentials collection.
- Helmet compatible StormHood with Cohaesive cordlock adjusters.
- 2 hand pockets and 1 chest pocket with WaterTight zips and a zipped internal chest pocket.

Material: N80p-X Most Rugged 3L Gore-Tex Pro 2.0
Weight: 495g

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $1,150

Arc’teryx Alpha AR Jacket

Key Features:
- Helmet compatible StormHood with Cohaesive cordlock adjusters.
- Reinforced high wear areas.
- 2 crossover pockets with WaterTight zips and a zipped internal chest pocket.

Material: N40p-X Most Rugged 3L Gore-Tex Pro 2.0 with N80p-X Most Rugged 3L Gore-Tex Pro 2.0 fabric in the high wear areas
Weight: 400g
https://arcteryx.co.nz/products/alpha-ar-jacket-mens

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $1,100

Arc’teryx Beta AR Jacket

Key Features:
- Helmet compatible DropHood with Cohaesive cordlock adjusters.
- Reinforced high wear areas.
- 2 hand pockets with WaterTight zips and a zipped internal chest pocket.

Material: N40p-X Most Rugged 3L Gore-Tex Pro 2.0 with N80p-X Most Rugged 3L Gore-Tex Pro 2.0 fabric in the high wear areas
Weight: 455g
https://arcteryx.co.nz/products/beta-ar-jacket-mens

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $1,050
Rab Latok GTX Jacket

Key Features:
• Top of the range mountaineering waterproof: full weather protection in a durable and breathable jacket.
• 3-way adjustable helmet compatible hood, with wired and laminated peak, roll down hood tab and wind collar.
• 2 Napoleon and 2 map sized hand pockets.

Material: 70 denier Gore-Tex Pro
Weight: 580g
https://rab.equipment/uk/latok-gtx-jacket#

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $1,000

Rab Muztag GTX Jacket

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
• 2 YKK AquaGuard zipped chest pockets with internal securing clip.
• 3-way adjustable helmet compatible hood, with wired and laminated peak, roll down hood tab and wind collar.
• Pit-zips for ventilation.

Material: 40 denier Gore-Tex Pro body with highly breathable 30 denier Gore-Tex Active panels in high heat areas
Weight: 470g
https://rab.equipment/uk/muztag-gtx-jacket#

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $900

Marmot Spire Jacket

Key Features:
• Pack Pockets and sleeve pocket with water resistant zips.
• Zip out powder skirt.
• Pit-zips for ventilation.

Material: 3-layer Gore-Tex Performance
Weight: 709g

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $899

Montane Endurance Pro Jacket

Key Features:
• 4-point adjustable climbing hood.
• Reinforced high wear areas.
• 2 Napoleon and 2 map sized hand pockets.

Material: Lightweight 40 denier Gore-Tex Pro with tough 70 denier Gore-Tex Pro fabric in the high wear areas
Weight: 532g
https://www.furtherfaster.co.nz/collections/waterproof-mens-jackets/products/endurance-pro-jacket

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $799
CLOTHING—WATERPROOF SHELL JACKETS

Montane Alpine Pro Jacket

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
- Lightweight hooded shell.
- Fully sealed seams.
- Pit-zips for ventilation.

Material: 40 denier Gore-Tex Pro
Weight: 455g

https://www.furtherfaster.co.nz/collections/waterproof-mens-jackets/products/alpine-pro-jacket

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $699

The North Face Dryzzle Futurelight Jacket

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
- Lightweight hooded shell.
- Fully sealed seams.
- Pit-zips for ventilation.

Material: Futurelight
Weight: 340g

https://thenorthface.co.nz/product/mens-dryzzle-futurelight-jacket/NF0A4AHMEGD.html

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $400

The North Face Venture 2 Jacket

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
- Unlined, packable, rain jacket for year-round use.
- Featuring 100% taped seams.
- Pit-zip venting for added breathability.
- Fixed adjustable hood.

Material: 70D and 40D DryVent 2.5L fabric
Weight: 330g

https://thenorthface.co.nz/product/mens-venture-2-jacket/NF0A2VD3EU2.html

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $240

Marmot PreCip Eco Jacket

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
- A great value for performance jacket.
- Featuring 100% taped seams.
- Pit-zips for active ventilation.
- Rollaway hood and an internal storage pocket.

Material: Marmot NanoPro Eco waterproof/breathable coated fabric
Weight: 286g


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $200
# Rab Muztag GTX Pants

**Key Features:**
- Fully adjustable and removable braces with additional belt loops.
- 7/8th 2-way YKK AquaGuard side zips with internal storm guard and triple pullers.
- 300D reinforcement crampon patches.
- Elasticated cuff drawcord with one hand adjustment system.

**Material:** 40 denier Gore-Tex Pro

**Weight:** 460g

[https://rab.equipment/uk/mens-muztag-gtx-pants](https://rab.equipment/uk/mens-muztag-gtx-pants)

**Recommended Retail Price:** $850

---

# Montane Alpine Pro Pants

**Key Features:**
- Full length side zips with storm flaps.
- Reinforced high wear areas.
- Supplied with braces.

**Material:** Gore-Tex Pro 40 denier mountain shell pants, with tough Gore-Tex Pro 70 denier panels in high wear areas

**Weight:** 501g


**Recommended Retail Price:** $549

---

# Earth Sea Sky Vent-X Overtrous

**Key Features:**
- Heavy duty waterproof trousers.
- Full length side zips with cover flaps.
- Versatile wrap around design - no need to remove footwear.
- Velcro tabs to position zip cover flaps.
- Elastic waist with draw-cord.
- Seam sealed.

**Material:** 2-layer 175 gm Vent X

**Weight:** 390g

[https://www.earthseasky.co.nz/mens/shell-pants/vent-x-overtrou.html](https://www.earthseasky.co.nz/mens/shell-pants/vent-x-overtrou.html)

**Recommended Retail Price:** $249

---

# Marmot PreCip Full Zip Pants

*Women’s size’s available.*

**Key Features:**
- Full length side zips with storm flaps.
- 100% taped seams.
- Elastic waist with drawcord for comfort and custom fit.

**Material:** NanoPro 100% nylon ripstop

**Weight:** 252g


**Recommended Retail Price:** $200
Rab Positron Pro Jacket

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
• Waterproof outer fabric designed for trips up to 6000m.
• Box-wall construction on body for extra warmth and stitch through construction on sides and arms for increased mobility.
• Helmet compatible down filled hood with a wired peak.

Material: Pertex Endurance Outer
Insulation: 800 Fill European Goose Down (275g)
Weight: 760g

https://rab.equipment/uk/positron-pro-jacket

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $750

Rab Neutrino Pro Jacket

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
• Pertex Quantum Pro outer fabric.
• Stitch-through construction.
• Helmet compatible down filled hood with a wired peak.

Material: Pertex Endurance Outer
Insulation: 800 Fill European Goose Down (250g)
Weight: 605g

https://rab.equipment/uk/neutrino-pro-jacket

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $630

Arc’teryx Thorium AR Hoody

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
• Performs as a cold weather mid-layer and as a standalone jacket.
• Combines goose down with panels of Coreloft synthetic insulation.
• Equipped with a Stormhood, two zippered pockets and an internal zipper pocket with a stuff sack.

Material: Arato 30 Nylon Outer with DWR Finish
Insulation: 750 fill European grey goose down, and zoned Coreloft
Weight: 490g

https://arcteryx.co.nz/products/thorium-ar-hoody-mens

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $580

Rab Electron Jacket

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
• Pertex Quantum Pro outer fabric.
• Stitch-through construction.
• Fully helmet compatible down filled hood with a wired peak.

Material: Pertex Endurance Outer
Insulation: 800 Fill European Goose Down (190g)
Weight: 500g

https://rab.equipment/uk/electron-jacket

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $550
Montane Resolute Jacket

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
• Water resistant, windproof outer fabric.
• Boxwall construction in the core body with stitched through sleeves.
• Articulated arms and technical tailoring of the body.

Material: Pertex Quantum Pro Outer with a highly water-resistant coating
Insulation: 800+ HyperDRY Goose Down fill (250g)
Weight: 670g


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $549

Montane Anti-Freeze Jacket

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
• Micro baffle construction.
• Insulated over the helmet 3-point adjustable hood.
• Water resistant, windproof outer fabric.

Material: Pertex Quantum Rip-stop Outer with DWR
Insulation: 750+ Fill HyperDRY Down (190g)
Weight: 512g


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $429

Rab Microlight Alpine Jacket

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
• Micro stitch through baffle construction.
• Insulated over the helmet peaked hood.
• Weather resistant, breathable, windproof outer fabric.

Material: Pertex Microlight Outer with 100% Nylon ripstop liner
Insulation: 750+ fill Hydrophobic Goose Down (143g)
Weight: 470g

https://rab.equipment/uk/microlight-alpine-jacket-5571

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $400

Montane Featherlite Down Jacket

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
• Micro baffle construction.
• Insulated over the helmet 3-point adjustable hood.
• Water resistant, windproof outer fabric.

Material: Pertex Quantum Rip-stop Outer
Insulation: 750+ Fill HyperDRY Eco Down (140g)
Weight: 470g

https://www.furtherfaster.co.nz/collections/mens-jackets-down/products/featherlite-down-jkt

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $399
CLOTHING—SYNTHETIC INSULATED JACKETS

Rab Photon Pro Jacket

Key Features:
- Insulated baffle in back neck.
- 2 large YKK zipped Napoleon chest pockets and 2 zipped hand pockets.
- Helmet compatible hood with wired peak.

Materials: Atmos Pro windproof and water-resistant outer fabric
Insulation: Stratus recycled insulation, zoned with 100g/m² throughout, 80g/m² side panels and underarm for reduced bulk and a total of 140g in the torso for core warmth
Weight: 593g

https://rab.equipment/uk/photon-pro-jacket

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $600

Arc’teryx Atom AR Hoody

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
- Mapped Coreloft insulation for optimal thermal performance.
- Insulated helmet compatible Stormhood with structured mini-hood brim.
- No Slip Zip main zip, zipped hand pockets and zipped internal chest pocket.

Materials: Tyono 30 denier shell with DWR treatment—100% nylon
Insulation: Coreloft 120, 80 and 60
Weight: 470g

https://arcteryx.co.nz/products/atom-ar-hoody-mens

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $530

Arc’teryx Nuclei FL Jacket

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
- Windproof, light, and packable Coreloft insulated hoody for climbing and other alpine pursuits.
- Attached, pre-tensioned hood with partial elastic binding.
- Two zipped hand warmer pockets and one zipped internal chest pocket.

Materials: Arato 10r—100% nylon
Insulation: Coreloft 65
Weight: 325g

https://arcteryx.co.nz/products/nuclei-fl-jacket-mens

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $470

Arc’teryx Atom LT Hoody

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
- Lightweight, versatile Coreloft insulated hoody with air permeable side panels for mid-level output activities.
- Two zipped hand warmer pockets and one zipped internal chest pocket.

Materials: Tyono 20 denier shell with DWR treatment, Stretch Fleece, Dope Permeair 20
Insulation: Coreloft Compact 60
Weight: 375g

https://arcteryx.co.nz/products/atom-lt-hoody-

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $460
## The North Face Thermoball Eco Hoodie

Women’s size’s available.

**Key Features:**
- Streamlined baffles contoured to fit your body.
- Attached, pre-tensioned hood with partial elastic binding.
- Two zipped hand warmer pockets and one zipped internal chest pocket.

**Materials:** Nylon Rip Stop Outer  
**Insulation:** Thermoball Eco  
**Weight:** 450g


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $370**

## Rab Xenon Jacket

Women’s size’s available.

**Key Features:**
- Under helmet hood with stretch binding.
- 2-way opening YKK VISLON front zip with insulated internal zip baffle and chin guard.
- 2 zipped hand warmer pockets and 1 zipped internal chest pocket that doubles as a stuff sack.

**Materials:** Atmos lightweight ripstop outer fabric  
**Insulation:** Stratus recycled insulation 60g/m²  
**Weight:** 326g

[https://rab.equipment/uk/xenon-jacket](https://rab.equipment/uk/xenon-jacket)

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $350**

## Montane Flux Jacket

**Key Features:**
- Slightly larger chest and bicep dimensions to allow for extra layers.
- Zoned insulation with adjustable helmet compatible hood.
- Two zipped chest pockets, two hand pockets and one internal mesh pocket.

**Materials:** Pertex Quantum Eco with EAQ Synthetic ECO lining  
**Insulation:** 100g Primaloft Silver Eco in the body and 60g Primaloft Silver Eco in the arms and hood  
**Weight:** 624g


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $299**

## Montane Prism Jacket

**Key Features:**
- Fully adjustable roll-away insulated helmet compatible hood with stiffened peak.
- Articulated arms for high reach movement.
- Full length front zip with storm flap, one zipped external chest pocket, two insulated, map sized hand warmer pockets.

**Materials:** 30 Denier Pertex Quantum with DWR  
**Insulation:** 40g Primaloft Silver Recycled Insulation  
**Weight:** 860g


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $249**
# CLOTHING—ACTIVE INSULATION

## The North Face Ventrix Hoodie

*Women’s size’s available.*

**Key Features:**
- Designed with air-permeable fabrics for aerobic activity in variable weather conditions.
- Higher-denier fabric on forearms for added durability.
- Stretch knit cuffs with DWR finish.

**Materials:** Nylon Rip Stop Outer
**Insulation:** 60 g 100% polyester Ventrix stretch synthetic insulation


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $420**

## Rab Alpha Flux Jacket

*Women’s size’s available.*

**Key Features:**
- Stretch fleece side panels, cuffs and thumb loops with Polygiene Stays Fresh Technology.
- Two YKK zipped hand warmer pockets.
- Under helmet hood.

**Materials:** Nylon outer, stretch fleece panels
**Insulation:** Polartec Alpha 'Direct' 90
**Weight:** 315g

[https://rab.equipment/uk/alpha-flux-jacket](https://rab.equipment/uk/alpha-flux-jacket)

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $330**

## Montane Alpha Flash Jacket

**Key Features:**
- Slim fit with flat lock, low bulk seams.
- YKK full length front zip with storm flap, chin guard.
- 1 YKK zipped chest pocket.

**Materials:** Polartec Alpha with Thermic side panels
**Insulation:** Polartec Alpha Direct 200
**Weight:** 273g

[https://rab.equipment/uk/alpha-flash-jacket](https://rab.equipment/uk/alpha-flash-jacket)

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $200**

## Rab Alpha Flash Jacket

**Key Features:**
- Thermic brushed back single jersey with Polygiene STAY FRESH odour control treatment.
- YKK Vislon front zip, internal zip flap and chin guard.
- YKK zipped chest pocket.

**Materials:** Polartec Alpha
**Insulation:** Polartec Alpha Direct 120
**Weight:** 273g

[https://rab.equipment/uk/alpha-flash-jacket](https://rab.equipment/uk/alpha-flash-jacket)

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $200**
Arc’teryx Gamma MX Hoody

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
- Breathable, wind-resistant, lightly insulated hooded jacket constructed with Fortius 2.0 textile for increased comfort and mobility.
- Helmet compatible StormHood.
- Laminated zipped sleeve pocket, two external chest pockets with hidden zips and two zipped external hand pockets.

Material: Fortius 2.0
Weight: 565g
https://arcteryx.co.nz/products/gamma-mx-hoody-mens

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $580

Arc’teryx Gamma LT Hoody Jacket

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
- Lightweight, hardwearing, versatile softshell delivering wind and weather protection, air permeable comfort and freedom of movement.
- Helmet compatible StormHood.
- Full length Vislon No Slip Zip front zipper with wind flap, one zipped internal chest pocket and two zipped external hand pockets.

Material: Wee Burly Double Weave
Weight: 545g
https://arcteryx.co.nz/products/gamma-lt-hoody-mens

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $400

Rab Kinetic Plus Jacket

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
- Waterproof to 10,000mm and an exceptional breathability level in excess of 35,000cc/sqm/24hrs.
- Close-fitting stretch-on hood with laminated and stiffened peak.
- 1-way YKK AquaGuard VISLON front zip and YKK AquaGuard A-line pockets.

Material: Proflex
Weight: 320g
https://rab.equipment/uk/kinetic-plus-jacket

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $400

Rab Vapour-Rise Alpine Jacket

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
- Highly breathable, wicking and quick drying.
- Helmet compatible hood with wire peak.
- Wind and water resistant.
- Large chest pockets. Storable in pocket.

Material: Pertex Equilibrium Outer with a wicking microfleece liner
Weight: 370g
https://rab.equipment/uk/vapour-rise-alpine-jacket

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $380
Rab Torque Jacket

**Key Features:**
- Ripstop Matrix stretch overlays on hood and elbows.
- Helmet compatible hood with concealed cordlocks and stiffened peak.
- YKK Vislon front zip with internal storm flap.
- 2 YKK zipped napoleon chest pockets.

**Material:** Matrix stretch double weave softshell fabric  
**Weight:** 520g

https://rab.equipment/uk/torque-jacket

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $300**

Rab Vapour-Rise Flex Jacket

*Women’s size’s available.*

**Key Features:**
- Highly breathable, wicking and quick drying.
- Wind and water resistant.
- Large chest pocket. Storable in pocket.

**Material:** Pertex Equilibrium Outer with a wicking microfleece liner  
**Weight:** 280g

https://rab.equipment/uk/vapour-rise-flex-jacket

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $290**
**Rab Ascensor Pants**

**Key Features:**
- Winter-weight softshell created for climbing in cold conditions.
- 2 YKK zipped, mesh lined thigh vents.
- 2 YKK zipped thigh and hand pockets.
- Hook and loop adjustable waist with brace compatible beltloops.
- Reinforced crampon patches on instep.
- YKK zipped expanding leg closure with silicone grip strip.

**Material:** Matrix 2-layer bonded softshell fabric  
**Weight:** 728g  
https://rab.equipment/uk/ascendor-pants

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $400**

**Arc’teryx Gamma AR Pants**

**Key Features:**
- Highly wind resistant and breathable.  
- Articulated knees and thigh vents.  
- Reinforced knees and crampon patches.  
- Integrated snow gaiter and ankle adjustments.

**Material:** Schoeller 3XDRY, KEVLAR insteps  
**Weight:** 547g  
https://arcteryx.co.nz/products/gamma-ar-pant-mens

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $350**

**Arc’teryx Gamma LT Pants**

**Key Features:**
- Midweight softshell designed to offer the highest possible levels of freedom of movement for alpine climbing.  
- Highly wind resistant and breathable.  
- 2 YKK zipped hand pockets and 1 YKK zipped thigh pocket.  
- YKK zipped expanding leg closure with silicone grip strip.

**Material:** Midweight Matrix double weave stretch fabric  
**Weight:** 545g  
https://arcteryx.co.nz/products/gamma-lt-pant-mens

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $310**

**Rab Spire Pants**

**Key Features:**
- Midweight softshell designed to offer the highest possible levels of freedom of movement for alpine climbing.  
- Highly wind resistant and breathable.  
- 2 YKK zipped hand pockets and 1 YKK zipped thigh pocket.  
- YKK zipped expanding leg closure with silicone grip strip.

**Material:** Midweight Matrix double weave stretch fabric  
**Weight:** 545g  
https://rab.equipment/uk/mens/pants/spire-pants

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $250**
Rab Vector Pants

*Women’s size’s available.*

**Key Features:**
- Removable integrated webbing belt.
- 2 zippered hand pockets, 1 thigh pocket and 1 zippered thigh pocket.
- Articulated knees and ankle adjustment.

**Material:** Midweight Matrix double weave stretch fabric  
**Weight:** 510g  
[https://rab.equipment/uk/vector-pants](https://rab.equipment/uk/vector-pants)

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $220**

Marmot Scree Pants

*Women’s size’s available.*

**Key Features:**
- Water-repellent, abrasion-resistant and highly breathable.  
- Reinforced seat and knees.  
- Articulated knees and ankle zippers.

**Material:** M3 Softshell Double Weave 90% Nylon, 10% Elastane  
**Weight:** 490g  

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $200**

Montane Alpine Stretch Pants

**Key Features:**
- 4-way stretch.  
- Dual zippered hand pockets and single zippered rear pocket.  
- Reinforced high wear areas.  
- Ideal pant for alpine climbing in warmer style conditions.

**Material:** Granite Stretch  
**Weight:** 374g  
[https://www.furtherfaster.co.nz/products/alpine-stretch-pant](https://www.furtherfaster.co.nz/products/alpine-stretch-pant)

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $189**

Montane Terra Stretch Pants

**Key Features:**
- Highly wind resistant and breathable.  
- Articulated knees and thigh vents.  
- Hardwearing and abrasion resistant.  
- Zip pockets and ankle adjustments.

**Material:** Granite Stretch Dynamic Fabric  
**Weight:** 373g  
[https://www.furtherfaster.co.nz/products/terra-stretch-pants-regular-leg](https://www.furtherfaster.co.nz/products/terra-stretch-pants-regular-leg)

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $175**
Rab Powerstretch Pro Pull-On

Women’s size’s available

Key Features:
- Highly wind and abrasion resistant.
- Thumb loops.
- 4-way stretch for freedom of movement.
- Slim fitting for effective layering.

Material: Polartec Power Stretch Pro
Weight: 342g

https://rab.equipment/uk/power-stretch-pro-pull-on

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $270

Rab Power Grid Hoody

Women’s size’s available

Key Features:
- Fully body mapped design for enhanced performance.
- Anatomical scuba hood with micro stretch bound opening can be used as a buff to seal out cold.
- Low profile seams for next to skin comfort.

Material: Polartec Power Grid 231g panelled with Polartec Power Grid 139g for zoned breathability
Weight: 358g

https://rab.equipment/uk/power-grid-hoody

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $230

Montane Alpine Raid Hoodie

Key Features:
- Snug fit under helmet hood with pre-elasticated rear crown.
- Full-length YKK Vision front zip.
- Thumb loops.
- Bonded and lycra stretch bound cuffs.
- Zipped chest pocket.

Material: Pontetorto Tecnostretch with Cordura face
Weight: 327g


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $179

The North Face TKA Glacier 1/4 Zip

Women’s size’s available

Key Features:
- Low profile quarter zip for ventilation.
- Classic pull-over for easy layering.

Material: 100% Polyester (100 weight fleece)


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $100
Rab Power Stretch Pro Bib

Key Features:
- Lightweight stretch-fit bib.
- 2-way YKK front zip / 1 YKK zipped secure chest pocket.
- YKK zipped rainbow seat.

Material: Polartec Power Stretch Pro
Weight: 337g
https://rab.equipment/uk/power-stretch-pro-bib

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $340

Rab Power Stretch Pro Pants

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
- Lightweight stretch-fit pant.
- Extra warm, breathable and quick drying.
- An ideal base layer for use year-round.

Material: Polartec Power Stretch Pro
Weight: 200g
https://rab.equipment/uk/power-stretch-pro-pants

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $160

Earth Sea Sky Tec Pants

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
- Made in New Zealand.
- Hand warmer side pockets.
- Zip-up back storage pocket.
- Elastic drawcord waist.

Material: Polartec 100
Weight: 330g
https://earthseasky.co.nz/product/tec-pants/

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $159

The North Face TKA Glacier Pants

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
- Extremely warm and soft.
- Highly breathable and quick drying.
- Internal drawstring at the waist provides a secure fit.
- Ideal for cold weather activities or casual lounging.

Material: TKA 100, 86% recycled polyester fleece
https://thenorthface.co.nz/product/mens-tka-glacier-pants/NF0A48KSXX7.html

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $130
Smartwool Merino Baselaye 250 Quarter Zip

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
- 100% merino wool made with interlocking knit.
- Shoulder panels eliminate top shoulder seams.
- Flatlock seam construction.

Material: 100% merino wool
Weight: 285g


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $220

Smartwool Merino Sport 150 ¼ Zip

Key Features:
- Fabric combines the moisture management, temperature regulation and colour resistance of merino with the durability and quick dry time of polyester.
- Mesh in key areas designed to increase breathability and comfort during strenuous activities.

Material: Body: 56% merino wool and 44% polyester, Lower Back Panel/Underarm: 54% merino wool and 46% polyester
Weight: 190g


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $160

Montane Primino 220 Zip Neck

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
- Flatlock seams for comfort against the skin.
- Wicking, fast drying and odour resistant.
- 220g weight ideal for cold to freezing temps.

Material: Superfine Merino with Primaloft
Weight: 281g


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $170

Earth Sea Sky First Layer Power Grid Zip Polo

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
- Soft and very durable fabric
- Comfortable thermal wear even during high intensity activity
- Bi-component construction for efficient wicking and fast drying
- Relaxed comfortable fit

Material: Polartec Power Grid
Weight: 195g

https://earthseasky.co.nz/product/first-layer-power-grid-zip-polo/

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $169
Earth Sea Sky Silk Weight Zip Polo

Women’s sizes available.

Key Features:
- Superfast drying, no iron and durable.
- High collar and UPF15 sun protection.
- Relaxed fit, silky texture non-irritating on sensitive skin.

Material: Tecnopile Dryfast
Weight: 130g
https://earthseasky.co.nz/product/silk-weight-zip-polo/

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $139

Montane Primino 140 Zip Neck

Women’s sizes available.

Key Features:
- Flatlock seams for comfort against the skin.
- Wicking, fast drying and odour resistant.
- 140g weight ideal for warm to cool temps.

Material: Superfine Merino with Primaloft
Weight: 170g

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $130

Rab Merino Pulse LS Zip

Women’s sizes available.

Key Features:
- Deep venting lightweight YKK chest zip.
- Polygiene stays fresh technology.
- Microactive low bulk seams, for strength and softness next to skin.
- Thumb loops.
- Regular Fit.

Material: Lightweight Motiv fabric
Weight: 117g
https://rab.equipment/uk/pulse-ls-zip

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $110

Rab Merino Pulse Hoodie

Women’s sizes available.

Key Features:
- Close fit hood with high collar for sun protection.
- Polygiene stays fresh technology.
- Microactive low bulk seams, for strength and softness next to skin.
- Thumb loops.
- Regular Fit.

Material: Lightweight Motiv fabric
Weight: 117g
https://rab.equipment/uk/pulse-hoody

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $100
Smartwool Merino 150 Baselayer Bottom

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
- Fabric combines the moisture management, temperature regulation and colour resistance of merino with the durability and quick dry time of polyester.
- Flatlock seam construction.

Material: 87% merino wool and 13% nylon
Weight: 159g


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $140

Earth Sea Sky 4X4 Stretch Long Johns

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
- Uninhibited 4x4 stretch freedom.
- Wicking and fast drying.
- Low profile flat seams.

Material: Polartec Power Dry Stretch, 100% polyester.
Weight: 170g

https://earthseasky.co.nz/product/fl-stretch-long-johns/

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $109

Rab Forge Leggings

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
- Flatlock low bulk seams.
- Fly opening.
- A lightweight workhorse for multi-day use in cool conditions.

Material: Merino with Polyester
Weight: 147g

https://rab.equipment/uk/forge-leggings

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $100

The North Face Warm Poly Tight

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
- Supportive tights designed for warmth.
- Stretch elastane in the fabric provides unrestricted movement.
- Calf zips at the base of each leg assist with easy on and off.

Material: 94% recycled polyester, 6% elastane knit with peached face, FlashDry with anti-odour.

https://thenorthface.co.nz/product/mens-warm-poly-tight/NF0A3SGCK3.html

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $100
Montane Primino 140 Long Johns

Women’s size’s available.

Key Features:
- Wicking and fast drying.
- Odour resistant.
- Flat locked seams.

Material: Merino wool blended with Primaloft fibres
Weight: 140g

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $99

Earth Sea Sky Merino Boxers

Women’s boxers available.

Key Features:
- Low profile flat lock seams.
- Odour resistant.

Material: Superfine Merino with 5% Lycra
Weight: 105g
https://earthseasky.co.nz/product/merino-boxers/

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $79

Rab Forge Boxers

Women’s boxers available.

Key Features:
- Flatlock low bulk seams.
- Fly opening.
- Odour resistant.

Material: Merino with Polyester
Weight: 78g
https://rab.equipment/uk/forge-boxers

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $70

Montane Primino 140 Boxers

Women’s boxers available.

Key Features:
- Wicking and fast drying.
- Odour resistant.
- Flat locked seams.

Material: Merino wool blended with Primaloft fibres
Weight: 75g

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $50
**Smartwool Merino 150 Beanie**

**Key Features:**
- One size fits all.
- Fabric combines the moisture management, temperature regulation and colour resistance of merino with the durability and quick dry time of polyester.

**Material:** 87% Merino Wool, 13% Nylon


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE** $40

---

**The North Face Bones Beanie**

**Key Features:**
- One size fits all.
- Embroidered logo.
- Internal fleece headband.

**Material:** 100% Acrylic

[https://thenorthface.co.nz/product/bones-beanie](https://thenorthface.co.nz/product/bones-beanie)

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE** $35

---

**Rab Logo Beanie**

**Key Features:**
- One size fits all.
- Knitted beanie.
- Internal fleece headband.

**Material:** Knit acrylic

**Weight:** 49g

[https://rab.equipment/uk/rab-logo-beanie](https://rab.equipment/uk/rab-logo-beanie)

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE** $30

---

**Montane Primino Helmet Liner**

**Key Features:**
- Lightweight.
- Wicking.
- Naturally odour resistant.
- Fast drying.

**Material:** Merino wool blended with Primaloft fibres

**Weight:** 17g


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE** $20
The North Face Etip Gloves

Key Features:
- Etip functionality works with touchscreen devices.
- Four-way stretch fleece.
- 5 Dimensional Fit ensures consistent sizing.
- Diadrometric Articulation keeps hands in their natural relaxed position.
- Reinforced thumb crotch for durability in this high-wear area.

Material: Shell: 93% polyester, 7% elastane double-knit piqué fleece  
Palm: 93% polyester, 7% elastane double-knit piqué fleece with U|R®  
Powered conductive technology  
https://thenorthface.co.nz/product/etip-gloves/NF0A3KPNJK3.html

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $80

Rab Power Stretch Pro Gloves

Women's sizes available.

Key Features:
- Warm and breathable.
- Can be used as a standalone glove or liner.
- Low bulk cuff construction with Lycra edging.

Material: Polartec Power Stretch Pro  
Weight: 43g  
https://rab.equipment/uk/power-stretch-pro-glove

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $60

Montane Primino Liner Glove

Women's sizes available.

Key Features:
- A blend of Merino wool and Primaloft yields the perfect liner glove for cold conditions.
- Warm, wicking, quick drying.
- Treated with odour resistant Polygiene.

Material: Blend of Merino wool and Primaloft  
Weight: 23g  

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $49

Mountain Wear Polypropylene Liner Gloves

Key Features:
- Polypropylene thermal gloves, with a full finger.
- Warm, wicking, quick drying.
- Double fold yarn.
- Overlocked cuff to prevent fraying.

Material: 100% Polypropylene  

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $10
CLOTHING—MOUNTAINEERING GLOVES

Rab Syndicate GTX Glove

Key Features:
- Matrix Nylon outer for stretch and breathability with Gore-Tex Active waterproof technology
- Modular glove ideal for cold conditions, ice climbing and winter mountaineering.

Outer Material: Matrix Nylon outer with Gore-Tex Active membrane and leather palm
Liner Material: Quick-drying fleece liner glove with conductive index and thumb for use with smart phones and silicone grip print
Weight: 196g
https://rab.equipment/uk/syndicate-gtx-glove

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $280

Black Diamond Guide Gloves

Key Features:
- 100% waterproof and breathable Gore-Tex insert with Plus Warm Technology stays with removable liner.
- Removable liner features 170 g PrimaLoft Gold and boiled wool 100 g fleece palm lining.

Outer Material: Goat-leather outer with woven stretch nylon shell
Liner Material: Primaloft Gold Insulation with boiled wool palm
Weight: 312g
Temperature Range: -29/-12°C

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $280

Rab Guide Gloves

Key Features:
- Ideal for cold and wet environments.
- Waterproof breathable eVent membrane.
- Reinforced palm and thumb.
- Leather outer for durability and toughness.

Material: Leather Outer with eVent membrane and nylon insulation
Weight: 220g
https://rab.equipment/ww/accessories-equipment/gloves/guide-glove-1

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $260

Montane Icemelt Thermo Gloves

Key Features:
- Extremely warm, waterproof and durable mountaineering glove.
- Gore-tex 100% waterproof barrier.
- Primaloft Gold insulation for exceptional warmth.
- Durable goat leather palm.
- Gauntlet cuff with elasticated wrist.

Material: Granite stretch fabric with Gore-Tex inner layer and Primaloft Gold insulation
Weight: 192g
https://www.furtherfaster.co.nz/products/montane-icemelt-thermo-glove

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $179
Black Diamond Punisher Gloves

Key Features:
- Compression-molded EVA padding on knuckles for impact protection.
- Ice-tool specific pre-curved fit and articulated fingers provide a comfortable, sure grip.

Outer Material: Woven stretch nylon shell and 100% waterproof BD.dry insert, goat leather palm and capped fingers
Liner Material: Fixed 100 g fleece lining
Weight: 164g
Temperature Range: -9/4°C


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $140

Marmot Spring Gloves

Key Features:
- A versatile, lightweight glove; well suited to spring skiing and mountain use.
- Falcon grip—articulated for dexterity and ease of grip.
- Nose wipe to wipe your runny nose.

Material: Marmot MemBrain with leather reinforcements
Weight: 200g


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $120

Rab Velocity Gloves

Durable and highly dexterous the Velocity glove provides protection without adding significant weight or bulk, making it perfectly suited to spring skiing and mountaineering.

Key Features:
- Airprene cuff with hook and loop low profile cuff closure
- Roll-top index and middle fingertips
- Flocking nose wipe

Material: Matrix windproof, weather resistant fabric with leather palms
Weight: 70g

https://rab.equipment/uk/velocity-glove

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $100

Black Diamond Dirt Bag Gloves

Key Features:
- Compression-molded EVA padding on knuckles for impact protection.
- Ice-tool specific pre-curved fit and articulated fingers provide a comfortable, sure grip.

Outer Material: Full goat leather shell with DWR finish
Liner Material: Fixed 200 g fleece lining
Weight: 154g
Temperature Range: -7/2°C


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $80
**Julbo Explorer 2.0 Sunglasses**

**Key Features:**
- Ultimate high alpine/extreme weather sunglass.
- Large wrap-around style with superior ventilation.
- Protective lens options (Spectron 4 or Cameleon 2–4).
- Removable shields and adjustable temples.
- Ideal for medium to large faces.
- Available in a variety of colours: Colour options depend on lens choice.


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE FROM $189 TO $349**

**Julbo Shield Sunglasses**

**Key Features:**
- Removable side shields for versatility on and off the mountain.
- Airflow ventilation to prevent fogging up.
- Grippy nose bridge and temples to assure they stay in place.
- Protective lens options (Spectron 4 or Cameleon 2–4).
- Ideal for medium to large faces.
- Available in a variety of colours: Colour options depend on lens choice.


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE FROM $179 TO $339**

**Julbo Montebianco Sunglasses**

**Key Features:**
- Removable side shields for versatility on and off the mountain.
- Ultra-protection in a light and technical pair of sunglasses.
- Protective lens options (Spectron 4 or Cameleon 2–4).
- Ideal for medium to large faces.
- Available in a variety of colours: Colour options depend on lens choice.


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE FROM $149 TO $319**

**Julbo Monterosa Sunglasses**

**Key Features:**
- The women’s version of the Montebianco.
- Offering the same lightweight protection and features in a women’s medium fit.
- Protective lens options (Spectron 4 or Cameleon 2–4).
- Available in a variety of colours: Colour options depend on lens choice.


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE FROM $149 TO $319**
Smith IO Ski Goggles

Key Features:
- Ultimate fit with wider field of vision.
- Optically correct spherical lens.
- Quick release lens changing system.
- Anti-fog technology.
- Available in a variety of colours and lens options.

Size: IO for medium fit, IOX for large fit and Asian Fit
https://www.smithoptics.com/nz/Root/Men's/Goggles/Snow/I-O/p/I7CPSBK19

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE FROM $360

Smith Range Ski Goggles

Key Features:
- Comfort fit with wide field of vision.
- Cylindrical lens with TLT lens technology.
- Airflow lens to reduce fog.
- Available in a variety of colours and lens options.

Size: Large fit
https://www.smithoptics.com/nz/Root/Men%27s/Goggles/Snow/Range/p/M0067723799C5

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE FROM $150

Smith Drift Ski Goggles

Key Features:
- The women’s version of the Range.
- Sleek look with the same reliable features and protection.
- Airflow lens technology to reduce fog.
- Available in a variety of colours and lens options.

Size: Medium fit
https://www.smithoptics.com/nz/Root/Women%27s/Goggles/Snow/Drift/p/M0067624X994U

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE FROM $150

Mountain Wear Ski Goggles

Key Features:
- A good budget goggles.
- Double anti fog lens.
- 100% UV protection.
- Comes with goggle bag.
- Available in a range of colours.

https://shop.thesportshop.co.nz/estore/style/g1474d.aspx

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $50
FOOTWEAR

Mountaineering Boots
Gaiters
### Lowa Alpine Expert GTX

LOWA’s most technical alpine boot, the insulated Alpine Expert GTX is a great all-rounder, perfect for a trip to Aoraki/Mt Cook or ice climbing at Wye Creek.

**Upper:** Mountaineering Split Leather, Microfiber  
**Lining:** Gore-Tex with Primaloft Insulation 400 g  
**Midsole:** Low Profile DuraPU  
**Outsole:** Vibram Alp Trac Ice  
**Stabilizer:** Hard Winter  
**Sizes:** UK 7–14 (including half sizes)  
**Weight:** 1740g  

https://lowa.co.nz/collections/mountaineering/products/alpine-expert-gtx%2AE

**Recommended Retail Price:** $999

### La Sportiva Nepal Evo GTX

Women’s size’s available.

This boot is the standard in single leather mountaineering boots for low altitude mountaineering and technical climbing.

**Upper:** 3+ mm water-repellent Idro-Perwanger leather.  
**Lining:** Gore-Tex Insulated Comfort.  
**Underfoot:** 9 mm insulating Ibi-Thermo.  
**Sole:** Vibram Impact Brake System, easy to resole. Step-in crampon compatible.  
**Sizes:** 37–48 (including half sizes)  
**Weight:** 2050g per pair (Size 42)  


**Recommended Retail Price:** $950

### Salewa Vultur Vertical GTX

A fully crampon-compatible, rigid men’s mountaineering boot with a microfibre upper and waterproof, insulated Gore-Tex protection for demanding, high-alpine use.

**Upper:** 360° full rubber rand, Microfiber, Superfabric.  
**Lining:** Gore-Tex Insulated Comfort (Duratherm XL).  
**Midsole:** 8 mm high density nylon, anti-torsion plate.  
**Sole:** Vibram SALEWA PRO.  
**Sizes:** UK 6–12 (including half sizes)  
**Weight:** 1900g per pair  

http://www.bobo.co.nz/brands/salewa/product/salewa-mens-vultur-vertical-gtx

**Recommended Retail Price:** $899

### Lowa Cevedale Pro GTX

The versatile Cevedale GTX has become a cult favourite among mountain guides and alpine climbers—it’s stiff and supportive underfoot where it’s needed yet is easy flexing for walking comfort.

**Upper:** Mountaineering Split Leather/Microfiber  
**Lining:** Waterproof/breathable Gore-Tex  
**Midsole:** Guida Pro PU with TPU Insert  
**Outsole:** VIBRAM Dolent  
**Stabilizer:** 5mm Nylon TPU  
**Sizes:** UK 7–14 (including half sizes)  
**Weight:** 1600g  

http://lowa.co.nz/product/cevedale-gtx-100003.htm

**Recommended Retail Price:** $799
FOOTWEAR—MOUNTAINEERING BOOTS

La Sportiva Karakorum Evo GTX

Crampon compatible, non-insulated leather boot: sturdy and hardwearing, ideal for classic mountaineering at lower altitudes.

Upper: 2.8 mm Idro-Perwanger leather + high cut fabric cuff
Lining: Gore-Tex Performance Comfort
Midsole: 8 mm high density nylon, anti-torsion plate
Sole: Vibram with Impact Brake System
Sizes: 38–48 (including half sizes)
Weight: 1750g per pair (Size 42)


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $750

La Sportiva Trango Tower GTX

This lightweight, semi-automatic crampon compatible boot is awesome for transalpine trekking and rock focused ascents.

Upper: High tenacity 6.6 nylon water repellent with abrasion resistant zones
Honey-Comb Guard and FlexTec 3
Lining: Gore-Tex Performance Comfort
Footbed: 7mm nylon with increased thickness in the back anti-torsion zone
Sole: La Sportiva Cube by Vibram
Sizes: 36–48 (incl half sizes)
Weight: 1400g per pair


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $700

Salewa Vultur GTX

This semi-automatic crampon compatible suede leather boot is great for technical climbing and mixed alpine terrain.

Upper: 360° full rubber rand, 2.6mm Perwanger suede leather
Lining: Gore-Tex Performance Comfort
Midsole: Stiff: Nylon + 27% Fiberglass, Bilight Midsole
Sole: Vibram WTC
Sizes: UK 3–13 (including half sizes)
Weight: 1640g per pair

http://www.bobo.co.nz/brands/salewa/product/salewa-unisex-vultur-gtx

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $649

Salewa Raven 2 GTX

This lightweight synthetic/suede leather summer mountaineering boot is great for rock focused ascents and classic mountaineering.

Upper: 360° full rubber rand/1.6mm suede leather/Microfiber/Highly wear-resistant fabric.
Lining: Gore-Tex Performance Comfort.
Midsole: Stiff: Nylon + 27% Fiberglass
Sole: Vibram WTC.
Sizes: UK 6–13 (including half sizes)
Weight: 1500g per pair

http://www.bobo.co.nz/brands/salewa/product/salewa-mens-raven-2-gtx

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $649
**FOOTWEAR—GAITERS**

**Rab Latok Extreme Gaiter GTX**

**Key Features:**
- Gore-Tex 3-Layer construction waterproof technology (70D).
- Tough Robic nylon ankle area with flexible polymer strip on rear of gaiter to help keep gaiter in position.
- Zipless hook and loop front closure.
- Sized to suit large leather and low profile plastic mountaineering boots.

**Weight:** 228g  
**Sizes:** S (EU38-41) M (41-44), L (43-47+)

https://rab.equipment/uk/latok-extreme-gaiter-gtx

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $200**

**Rab Latok Alpine Gaiter GTX**

**Key Features:**
- Gore-Tex 3-Layer construction waterproof technology (70D).
- Tough Robic nylon ankle area with flexible polymer strip on rear of gaiter to help keep gaiter in position.
- Zipless hook and loop front closure.
- Sized to fit low volume mountaineering boots.

**Weight:** 226g  
**Sizes:** S (EU38-41) M (41-44), L (43-47+)

https://rab.equipment/uk/latok-alpine-gaiter-gtx

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $130**

**Montane Endurance Pro Gaiters**

**Key Features:**
- Gore-Tex Pro 70 denier waterproof/breathable fabric.
- Nylon ankle reinforcement panels.
- Ergonomic patterning and design creates a close fit.
- Off-centre Velcro closure and leg guard press stud closure.

**Weight:** 172g  
**Sizes:** S (EU37-40.5), M (40.5-42.5), L (41-45), XL (42.5-46.5)

https://www.furtherfaster.co.nz/collections/gaiters-1/products/endurance-pro-gaiter

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $129**

**Sea to Summit Alpine eVent Gaiters**

**Key Features:**
- eVent waterproof/breathable fabric.
- Abrasion resistant boot section.
- Full Velcro front closure.
- Removable Hypalon strap and stainless steel lace hook.

**Sizes:** S (EU37-40), M (39-42), L (41-45), XL (43-47)


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $100**
CLIMBING EQUIPMENT

Mountaineering Ice Axes & Hammers
Technical Ice Tools
Crampons
Helmets
Harnesses
Mountaineering Packs
Carabiners
Belay Devices
Ascenders
Cord & Sling
Avalanche Safety Equipment
Petzl Sum’tec Axe or Hammer

Key Features:
- ICE pick is tapered at the tip for easy penetration in any ice
- The TRIGREST handrest allows the position of the hand or the index finger to be adjusted into climbing mode quickly and without tools
- shaft has steel spike for solid support in piolet-canne mode
- Completely modular ice axe - interchangeable picks adapt to different objectives, adze and hammer are interchangeable

Weight: 470g
Rating: Pick B-rated, Shaft T-rated
Sizes: 55cm

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $395

Petzl Summit Evo

Key Features:
- Lightweight for classic mountaineering.
- Hydro formed aluminium handle for good grip at the curve, plus extra clearance under the head for more technical terrain.
- Hot forged head and pick for solid anchoring.

Weight: 400g (52cm)
Rating: CEN-B rated
Sizes: 52cm, 59cm, 66cm

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $349

Grivel Air Tech Evo Axe or Hammer

Key Features:
- Axe head is hot forged from a single piece of steel.
- The shaft’s gentle curve below the head gives greater clearance.
- The most advanced axe technology, all in less than 500 grams.

Weight: 473g
Shaft Rating: CE 1
Sizes: Axe 48cm, 52cm, 58cm, 66cm. Hammer 48cm, 53cm
http://www.grivel.com/products/ice_axes/85-air_tech_evo_g-bone

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $330

Black Diamond Venom Axe or Hammer

Key Features:
- The ultimate hybrid axe for technical couloirs and rugged alpine terrain.
- Curved upper shaft provides added clearance on technical terrain.
- Traditional spike provides smooth plunging on the uphill.
- Dual density grip and lock down leash provide added security.

Weight: Hammer 517g and Adze 514g (50cm)
Sizes: Axe 50cm, 57cm, 64cm. Hammer 50cm, 57cm

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $300
Petzl Summit

Key Features:
- Lightweight for classic mountaineering.
- Hydro formed aluminium handle for good grip at the curve, plus extra clearance under the head for more technical terrain.
- Hot forged head and pick for solid anchoring.

Weight: 360g (52cm)
Rating: CEN-B rated
Sizes: 52cm, 59cm, 66cm


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $279

Black Diamond Raven Pro

Key Features:
- Lightweight for classic mountaineering.
- Aluminium shaft.
- Compact investment-cast stainless steel head and spike.
- Ergonomic head.

Weight: 362g (50cm)
Rating: CEN-B rated
Sizes: 50cm, 60cm, 65cm, 70cm, 75cm


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $185

Petzl Glacier

Key Features:
- Lightweight ice axe for glacier travel.
- High-quality aluminium shaft (7075 aluminium, used in aeronautics), with anodized finish for excellent rust protection.
- High-quality steel pick (identical to picks of technical ice axes) and adze with an edge designed for efficient cutting of steps.

Weight: 350g (60cm)
Shaft Rating: CE 1
Sizes: 60cm, 68cm, 75cm


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $185

Grivel G Zero

Key Features:
- The G-Zero is a very light ice axe for classical alpinism.
- One-piece head that provides maximum strength and minimal weight.
- The pick is Classical neutral with ergonomic design that remains comfortable after hours of climbing. The removable, insulating blade cover lets the user firmly grip the axe by the head without risk of injury. It also protects the hand from contact with cold metal.

Weight: 425g
Shaft Rating: CE 1
Sizes: 58cm, 66cm, 74cm

http://www.grivel.com/products/ice/ice_axes/78-g_zero

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $140
Black Diamond Cobra Axe or Hammer

Key Features:
- Lightweight carbon fibre shaft with greatest clearance of any BD tool.
- Balanced with weight in head for damp, accurate strikes.
- Laser Pick, Cobra Strike and Fang included, modular head design.
- Removable upper and lower pommels.

Weight: Hammer 588g and Adze 617g
Rating: [CEN-B Pick and CEN-T Shaft]
Size: 50cm


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $800

Petzl Nomic

Key Features:
- Ergonomic over-moulded handle offers multiple grip options. Adjustable handle length.
- Fully modular head for adapting the ice axe to the activity and context.
- Interchangeable ICE pick is tapered at the tip (3 mm).
- Serrated blade under the GRIPREST.

Weight: 605g
Rating: CE, UIAA
Size: 50cm


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $580

Black Diamond Fuel

Key Features:
- Lightweight shaft is hydroformed from a single piece of aluminium.
- Two-piece single-bolt head is compatible with all current BD picks.
- Dual-density adjustable pommel with removable, clippable spike.
- Offset upper grip for modern leashless climbing

Weight: 638g
Rating: Pick and Shaft T-rated
Size: 50cm


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $550

Petzl Quark Axe or Hammer

Key Features:
- Versatile tools for technical mountaineering and ice climbing.
- Clearance under the head and pick shape allow for efficient hooking.
- Comfortable powerful grip w/ hand rest.
- Modular head for versatility.

Weight: Hammer 550g and Adze 550g
Rating: Pick and Shaft T-rated
Size: 50cm


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $509
Grivel Light Machine Axe or Hammer

**Key Features:**
- All round performance for ice and technical mountaineering.
- Hydro formed aluminium shaft extends through the grip for maximum rigidity and responsive feel.
- Modular head allows for easy changing of picks and swapping between adze and hammer.

**Weight:** 555g
**Rating:** Pick and Shaft T-rated
**Size:** 50cm

http://www.grivel.com/products/ice/ice_axes/80-the_light_machine

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $400

Black Diamond Viper Axe or Hammer

**Key Features:**
- All round performance for ice and alpine climbing.
- Hydro formed aluminium shaft extends through the grip for maximum rigidity and responsive feel.
- Modular head allows for easy changing of picks and swapping between adze and hammer.

**Weight:** Hammer 570g and Adze 595g
**Rating:** Pick and Shaft T-rated
**Size:** 50cm

http://www.blackdiamondequipment.com/en/ice-climbing-tools/viper-BD412085_cfg.html#start=4

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $400

Black Diamond Spinner Leash

This lightweight elastic tether system stretches for maximum reach and the steel mini-clips keep your tools securely connected to your harness. A built-in swivel ensures tangle-free climbing.

- Proprietary elastic webbing stretches for maximum reach and absorbs less water than nylon.
- Steel mini-clip attaches to the tool’s spike or head.
- Built-in swivel ensures tangle-free use.
- Rated to 2 kN.


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $100

Grivel Double Spring Leash

An elastic double sling system to avoid losing tools when climbing on rock or ice, solving the problem of modern climbing without a leash.

- The Double Spring is attached to the harness by looping it through the tape ring over the harness itself.
- The two ice axes are attached with 2 small carabiners to the holes on the spike (max 750kg) Leashes rated to 2kN.
- Permits easy changeovers of hands and tools.
- The two sections are so elastic that they don’t impede any movement and allow maximum arm extension when required.

http://www.grivel.com/products/ice/accessories/41-double_spring

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $90
Grivel G12

Key Features:
- Chromalloy steel spikes.
- Anti-balling plates to prevent snow build up.

12 Point
Fits Sizes: 36–47 (long bar required for sizes over EU 44)
Weight: 1040g

http://www.grivel.com/products/ice/crampons/5-g12

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $350

Black Diamond Sabretooth

Key Features:
- Stainless steel construction is durable, resists snowballing and won’t rust.
- Versatile horizontal front points and technical secondary points.
- Pro version accommodates boots with a toe welt. Clip version features flexible toe strap for boots without a toe welt.
- Includes front and rear dual-density ABS.

14 Points
Fits Sizes: EU 36–46 (long bar available for larger sized feet)
Weight: (Clip) 910g and (Pro) 890g


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $350

Petzl Vasak

Key Features:
- Ideal for general purpose mountaineering.
- Twelve points ensure maximum traction in all conditions.
- Two binding system options—Leverlock Universal or Flexlock.
- Anti-snow system to prevent snow build up.

12 Point
Fits Sizes: 36–50 EU
Weight: 810g (Flexlock) and 875g (Leverlock Universal)


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $349
Petzl Lynx

Key Features:
- Ideal for ice and mixed climbing.
- Interchangeable front points adapt to diverse activities.
- Leverlock Universal binding system.
- T-shaped front points provide excellent penetration on hard ice and comfort on mixed terrain, while providing solid purchase in snow.

14 Point
Fits Sizes: 36–50 EU boot sizes
Weight: 1000g

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $469

Grivel G14

Key Features:
- Ideal for technical mountaineering through to ice climbing.
- Secure Cramp-O-Matic system utilizing the C-O-M rear bale and lever.
- Chromalloy steel spikes.
- Anti-balling plates to prevent snow build up.

12 Point
Fits Sizes: 36–47 (long bar required for sizes over EU 44)
Weight: 1240g
http://www.grivel.com/products/ice/crampons/8-g14

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $450

Black Diamond Cyborg

- Stainless steel construction doesn't rust.
- Adjustable, hooded front points and aggressive secondary points.
- Pro version accommodates boots with a toe welt.
- Clip version features flexible toe strap for boots without a toe welt.
- Includes dual-density ABS.

12 Point
Fits Sizes: 36–46. 46+ will require a long centre bar
Weight: 1.08 kg per pair
http://www.blackdiamondequipment.com/en/climbing%2Fcrampons/cyborg-crampon-BD400033_cfg.html#start=1

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $400

Petzl Sarken

Key Features:
- Ideal for technical mountaineering through to ice climbing.
- Leverlock Universal binding system.
- T-shaped front points provide excellent penetration on hard ice and comfort on mixed terrain, while providing solid purchase in snow.

12 Point
Fits Sizes: 36–50 EU boot sizes
Weight: 870g to 905g depending on toe piece

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $399
**Petzl Sirocco**

**Key Features:**
- Hybrid construction with a shell in EPP (expanded polypropylene) foam and rigid crown injected with EPS (expanded polystyrene) foam.
- Excellent ventilation and air flow through strategic vents.
- Completely adjustable, thanks to the adjustable headband and chinstrap. Magnetic buckle facilitates fastening the chinstrap.
- Integrated clips for headlamp attachment.

**Sizes:** XS/S (48–56cm), S/L (53–61cm)

**Weight:** XS/S 160g, S/L 170g


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $265**

**Black Diamond Vapor**

**Key Features:**
- Kevlar and carbon rods in between co-moulded EPS foam with a polycarbonate shell provide ultra-lightweight protection.
- Unparalleled airflow through multiple vents, plus headlamp clips.
- Ratchet adjustment for secure and comfortable fit that tucks away for compact storage.

**Sizes:** S/M (53–59cm), M/L (58–63cm)

**Weight:** S/M 186g, M/L 199g


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $250**

**Petzl Meteor**

**Key Features:**
- Expanded polystyrene with a polycarbonate shell for ultra-lightweight protection.
- Excellent ventilation and air flow through strategic vents.
- Comfortable adjustment system that can be tucked away for compact storage.
- Integrated clips for headlamp attachment.

**Sizes:** XS/S (48–56cm), S/L (53–61cm)

**Weight:** XS/S 220g, S/L 220g


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $250**

**Black Diamond Vector**

**Key Features:**
- Co-moulded EPS foam and a polycarbonate shell provide comfortable lightweight and full-coverage protection.
- Great ventilation.
- Ratchet adjustment for secure, comfortable fit.
- In-mould headlamp clips for ultra-secure attachment.

**Sizes:** S/M (53-59cm), M/L (58-63cm)

**Weight:** S/M 231g, M/L 240g


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $180**
**Petzl Aquila (Unisex)**

**Key Features:**
- EndoFrame construction provides excellent weight distribution around the waist and legs to ensure greater comfort.
- Double back light buckles on the waist belt and leg loops ensure safety.
- Reinforced tie-in points in high-modulus polyethylene for improved resistance to wear from rope friction.
- Four equipment loops, two integrated CARITOOL tool holder slots and a rear loop for haul rope.

**Sizes:** S–XL  
**Weight:** 370g (Size Large)  

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $260**

**Petzl Adjama (Men’s)**

**Key Features:**
- EndoFrame construction provides excellent weight distribution around the waist and legs to ensure greater comfort.
- Double back light buckles on the waist belt and leg loops ensure safety.
- Dyneema tie-in points for improved resistance to rope friction.

**Sizes:** S–XL  
**Weight:** 420g  

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $200**

**Petzl Luna (Women’s)**

**Key Features:**
- EndoFrame construction provides excellent weight distribution around the waist and legs to ensure greater comfort.
- Double back light buckles on the waist belt and leg loops ensure safety.
- Dyneema tie-in points for improved resistance to rope friction.

**Sizes:** XS–L  
**Weight:** 390g  

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $200**

**Petzl Altitude (Unisex)**

**Key Features:**
- Ultra-light and compact using WIREFRAME Technology construction.
- Can be donned while wearing skis or crampons.
- DoubleBack Light buckle and tightening strap are easy to operate, even with gloves.
- Four equipment loops totally integrated into the harness to minimize interference when wearing a backpack.

**Sizes:** SM, ML and LXL  
**Weight:** 160g (Size ML)  

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $200**
Black Diamond Technician (Men’s)

Key Features:
- A 4-season harness with features for winter ice to summer rock.
- Speed buckles on the waist and leg loops.
- 4 ice clipper slots and pressure moulded gear loop.
- 12kN rated haul loop.

Sizes: S-XL
Weight: 410g


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $180

Black Diamond Technician (Women’s)

Key Features:
- A 4-season harness with features for winter ice to summer rock.
- Speed buckles on the waist and leg loops.
- 4 ice clipper slots and pressure moulded gear loop.
- 12kN rated haul loop.

Sizes: XS-L
Weight: 410g


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $180

Black Diamond Couloir (Unisex)

Key Features:
- Ultralight, minimal harness for technical skiing and mountaineering.
- Low profile webbing for comfort over clothing or under a pack.
- Stows away easily in a jacket pocket.
- Quick release leg loops for fast changes with skis or crampons.
- 2 gear loops, 4 ice clipper slots and a belay and haul loop.

Sizes: S/M, M/L, L/XL, XXL
Weight: 230g


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $130
The North Face Prophet 85

The Prophet is The North Face’s largest expedition mountaineering pack and was tested extensively by their athlete team and Denali guides to ensure that its rugged, light, and comfortable enough to be the ultimate pack for unsupported missions.

**Volume:** 85 litres  
**Sizes:** S/M, L/XL  
**Weight:** S/M 2,410g, L/XL 2,438g  
https://thenorthface.co.nz/product/prophet/NF0A3S8FWU5.html

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $650**

Osprey Aether Pro 70 (Men’s)

Osprey's stripped down, streamlined Aether Pro is made for adventures that span days or months; alpine climbing expeditions with remote basecamps, or boundary-pushing hikes through unknown landscapes.

**Volume:** S 67 litres, M 70 litres, L 73 litres  
**Sizes:** S, M, L  
**Weight:** S 1.73kg, M 1.79kg, L 1.84kg  

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $500**

Osprey Ariel 65 (Women’s)

Osprey's stripped down, streamlined Ariel Pro is made for adventures that span days or months; alpine climbing expeditions with remote basecamps, or boundary-pushing hikes through unknown landscapes.

**Volume:** WXS 62 litres, WS 65 litres, WM 68 litres  
**Sizes:** WXS, WS, WM  
**Weight:** WXS 1.63kg, WS 1.69kg, WM 1.75kg  

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $500**

The North Face Cobra 60

Built with expeditions and alpine guides in mind, the 60-liter Cobra technical pack is a fully featured workhorse that delivers superior performance in harsh mountain environments. From its intuitive ice tool and crampon storage to the load-hauling aluminium frame, this durable pack is built to go the distance.

**Volume:** S/M 57 litres, L/XL 60 litres  
**Sizes:** S/M, L/XL  
**Weight:** S/M 1,670g, L/XL 1,730g  
https://www.thenorthface.com/shop/cobra-60#hero=0

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $500**
The North Face Phantom 50
Boasting all the things you need and none of the superfluous stuff you don’t, this pack maximises features whilst minimising weight, making it the go-to alpine pack.

Volume: 50 litres
Sizes: S/M, L/XL
Weight: S/M 1,077g, L/XL 1,134g
https://thenorthface.co.nz/product/phantom-50

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $400

Black Diamond Mission 75
Designed for big loads and big terrain, the Black Diamond Mission 75 is the expedition alpine pack optimized for high-altitude peaks and multi-week excursions.

Volume: S/M 73 litres, M/L 75 litres
Sizes: S/M, M/L
Weight: S/M 1.77kg, M/L 1.79kg

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $380

Black Diamond Speed 50
Fully strippable with a removable waist belt, lid and frame sheet, the Speed is comfortable on the approach and streamlined on the route. Ice tool PickPockets, snag-free crampon straps and a tuck-away rope strap secure gear to the outside, while the drawcord skirt provides easy access and keeps out spindrift and light precipitation.

Volume: S/M 48 litres, M/L 50 litres
Sizes: S/M, M/L
Weight: S/M 1.24kg and M/L 1.26kg

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $300

Osprey Mutant 52
Designed to carry specialized mountain gear, this pack can be easily stripped down to minimize weight for a summit push.

- Removable lid and hip belt with built-in gear loops.
- Ice tool attachments.
- Dual side wand/picket pockets.

Volume: S/M 49 litres, M/L 52 litres
Sizes: S/M, M/L
Weight: M/L 1.5kg, M/L 1.5kg

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $300
Petzl William

**Key Features:**
- Large size and opening allow easy anchoring of several ropes and slings.
- The wide pear shape facilitates belaying with a Munter hitch.
- Keylock system helps prevent snagging during manoeuvres.
- The red indicator provides a visual warning when the carabiner is unlocked.

**Weight:** 85g  
**Rated:** 27kN, 7kN


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $55

Black Diamond Rocklock Screwgate

**Key Features:**
- Black Diamond’s largest belay and rappel locker.
- Keylock nose which is Munter Hitch compatible.
- Available as a screw gate or twist lock—both can be operated with one hand.

**Weight:** 85g  
**Rated:** 24kN, 7kN


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $30

Petzl Spirit

**Key Features:**
- The H-shaped profile offers an improved strength/weight ratio.
- Wider contact surfaces for better rope glide and reduced wear on the carabiner.
- Available in two versions—straight gate and bent gate.

**Weight:** 39g  
**Rated:** 23kN, 8kN


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $29

Black Diamond Positron

Black Diamond’s classic keylock carabiner is available as a straight or bent gate. The Positron is a smooth operator for racking and placing stoppers, or clipping and cleaning bolts.

**Weight:** 49g  
**Rated:** 25kN, 8kN


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $22
**Petzl Reverso**

Ultralight multipurpose belay/rappel device with braking adapted to different rope diameters and suppleness. It accommodates most rope diameters: single rope 8.5 to 10.5 mm, half ropes 7.1 to 9.2 mm and twin ropes 6.9 to 9.2 mm. Reverso mode lets you belay one or two seconding climbers off an anchor.

**Weight:** 57g


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $70**

**Black Diamond ATC-Guide**

Black Diamond’s most versatile belay/rappel device. Multiple friction modes provide the optimal amount of stopping power when lowering or rappelling, and the device’s guide mode lets you belay one or two seconding climbers off an anchor.

This featherweight belay/rappel device is optimized for ropes between 8.1 and 8.5 mm in diameter yet works with ropes from 6.9 to 9mm.

**Weight:** 73g


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $60**

**Petzl Verso**

Petzl’s lightest belay/rappel device. It accommodates most rope diameters: single ropes 8.5 to 11 mm, half ropes 7.1 to 9.2 mm and twin ropes 6.9 to 9.2 mm. Featuring V-shaped friction channels and asymmetrical side grooves which adapt rope friction for better control.

**Weight:** 55g


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $50**

**Black Diamond ATC**

Lightweight durable belaying and rappelling performance. This classic design features a large surface area that dissipates heat when lowering or rappelling. Handles ropes from 7.7 to 11 mm

**Weight:** 60g


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $40**
**Black Diamond Super 8**

The classic figure-8 device for smooth rappels and belays. Works well with double 8.1 mm ropes up to 11 mm single lines.

**Weight:** 87g  
**Strength:** 15kN  

http://www.blackdiamondequipment.com/en/climbing-belay-rappel-BD620072_cfg.html#start=15

---

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $40**

**Petzl Huit**

Square shape to reduce kinking the ropes and formation of a lark’s head knot. Compact and lightweight.  
Is for use on 8–13 mm diameter ropes.  

**Weight:** 100g  


---

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $33.50**

**Black Diamond Index Ascender**

**Key Features:**  
- Trigger-finger release for fast operation  
- Ergonomic dual-density grip  
- Lightened frame  
- Aggressive teeth for extra grip on icy ropes  
- Large carabiner clip hole

**Available Options:** Left and Right-handed  
**Weight:** 200g  


---

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $180**

**Petzl Ascension**

**Key Features:**  
- The ergonomically shaped handle is over moulded with dual density grip for greater friction and better grip.  
- The cam has been redesigned to minimize friction when sliding the ascender up the rope, while the angled teeth provide secure grip in the worst conditions.

**Available Options:** Left and Right-handed  
**Weight:** 165g  


---

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $135**
Edelrid 8mm Dynema Slings
Titan runner slings are the highest strength rated slings on the market. Sewn with Spectra custom thread for superior strength and performance.
Available Lengths: 60cm, 120cm, 240cm
Rated: 22kN
https://www.edelrid.de/en/sports/slings/dyneema-sling-8-mm.html

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $30

Black Diamond 10mm Dynex Runners
An essential part of any alpine climber’s rack, Black Diamond Dynex Runners are indispensable for building anchors, slinging natural features or extending placements to reduce rope drag. This highly abrasion-resistant, lightweight material won’t weigh you down and absorbs less water than nylon, making it perfect for big routes and snowy or icy terrain. Each size is also color-coded for quick and easy identification on your harness.
Available Lengths: 30cm, 60cm, 120cm, 240cm
Rated: 22kN

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $15, $22, $36 & $65

Beal 6mm Dyneema Slings
The best sewn slings for mountaineering and long routes where weight counts the most. These 6mm slings are ultra-lightweight and abrasion resistant.
Available Lengths: 20cm, 60cm, 120cm
Rated: 22kN
https://www.bivouac.co.nz/beal-dyneema-sling-6mm.html

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $14, $20 & $34

Accessory Cord and Tubular Sling
Available from our office by the metre.
6mm cord: $3.50 per metre
8mm cord: $4.00 per metre
16mm tubular sling: $3.50 per metre

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE FROM $3.50 PER METRE
### Ortovox Zoom Avalanche Rescue Set

Box contains all 3 avalanche essentials in one set
- Ortovox zoom transceiver
- Ortovox badger shovel
- Ortovox 240 economic probe
- Safety academy guidebook

**Weight:** 200g transceiver (including batteries), 625g shovel, 200g probe


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $600**

### Ortovox 3+ Avalanche Rescue Set

Box contains all 3 top level avalanche essentials in one set
- Ortovox 3+ transceiver—digital 3 antenna model with 250 hours of transmission capacity.
- Ortovox beast shovel
- Ortovox 240 pfa probe
- Safety academy guidebook

**Weight:** 210g transceiver (including batteries), 720g shovel, 310g probe


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $800**

### Pieps DPS Sport

**Key Features:**
- Digital 3-antenna beacon
- Auto search to send mode
- 457kHz transmission frequency
- Extensive self-check and group check features
- Multiple burial search
- Auto-antenna switch
- Comes with neoprene carrying case

**Weight:** 210g (including batteries)


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $600**

### BCA Tracker 3

**Key Features:**
- 20% smaller and lighter than previous models
- Digital 3-antenna beacon
- 457kHz transmission frequency
- Auto search to send mode
- Signal suppression for multiple burial search
- Upgradeable software
- Comes with neoprene carrying case

**Weight:** 215g (including batteries)


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $800**
Black Diamond Deploy 3

Key Features:
- Anodized blade.
- Curved trapezoidal shaft that extends and locks for ultra-fast deployment.
- Handle retracts to minimize space.

Weight: 565g  
Blade Volume: 1.14L  
Collapsed Length: 43cm  
Extended Length: 63cm


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $130

Ortovox Badger

Key Features:
- Aluminium strain hardened blade.
- Ergonomic handle and sizeable blade.
- handle and blade snap together quickly for fast deployment.  
- 2-piece design to minimize space.

Weight: 625g  
Blade Volume: 2.5L


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $90

Black Diamond QuickDraw Tour Probe 240

Key Features:
- 240cm length  
- Durable aluminium construction  
- Highly visible probe shaft markings 1cm apart  
- Oversized alloy head enhances probing sensitivity  
- Non-slip grip and large pull cord make for ultra-fast extension  
- Integrated stuff sack

Weight: 303g


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $120

Black Diamond QuickDraw Carbon Probe 240

Key Features:
- 240cm length  
- Light and stiff carbon construction  
- Highly visible probe shaft markings 1cm apart  
- Oversized alloy head enhances probing sensitivity  
- Non-slip grip and large pull cord make for ultra-fast extension  
- Integrated stuff sack

Weight: 271g


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $180
CAMPING EQUIPMENT

Sleeping Bags
Air Mattresses
Liners
Pillows
Accessories
Solar and Portable Power Devices and Kits
Rab Neutrino Pro 600

Key Features:
- Mummy taper shape.
- Trapezoidal chamber design to eliminate cold spots.
- 3/4 length YKK 5 coil main zip with full length baffle and reflective pullers.

Materials: Pertex Quantum Pro outer fabric
Insulation: 800FP R.D.S. Certified European Goose Down: 600g/21.1oz
Weight: 1026g
Temperature Rating: -12C Comfort Limit
https://rab.equipment/uk/neutrino-pro-600-8771

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $1000 (REG/WMNS), $1100 (XL)

Rab Neutrino Pro 400

Key Features:
- Mummy taper shape.
- Trapezoidal chamber design to eliminate cold spots.
- 3/4 length YKK 5 coil main zip with full length baffle and reflective pullers.

Materials: Pertex Quantum Pro outer fabric
Insulation: 800FP R.D.S. Certified European Goose Down: 400g/14.1oz
Weight: 819g
Temperature Rating: -8C Comfort Limit
https://rab.equipment/uk/neutrino-pro-400-5672

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $1000 (REG/WMNS), $1100 (XL)

Marmot Helium

Key Features:
- Mummy taper shape with Nautilus multi-baffle hood.
- Down Defender to improve water-resistance in wet conditions.
- Full length locking YKK two-way zipper with zip-guard slider.

Materials: Pertex 20d 100% Nylon R/S 1.03oz/yd
Insulation: 560g of certified 800+ Fill Power Goose Down
Weight: 935g
Temperature Rating: -9C Comfort Limit

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $899 (REG), $999 (LONG)

The North Face Green Kazoo

Key Features:
- Fitted hood for more warmth and comfort.
- Zipper baffle and draft collar to prevent heat loss.
- Vaulted footbox.
- Compression sack and storage sack included.

Insulation: Water resistant 650-fill ProDown
Weight: 1430g
Packed Size: 25 x 48cm
Temperature Rating: -18C Comfort Limit
https://thenorthface.co.nz/product/green-kazoo-6

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $750
The North Face Blue Kazoo

Key Features:
- Ideal 3-to-4 season sleeping bag.
- Fitted hood for more warmth and comfort
- Zipper baffle and draft collar to prevent heat loss
- Vaulted footbox

Insulation: Water resistant 700-fill ProDown
Weight: 1160g
Packed Size: 23 x 43cm
Temperature Rating: -9°C Comfort Limit

https://thenorthface.co.nz/product/blue-kazoo-11#NF0A3G64TQU/R

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $600

Marmot Sawtooth

Key Features:
- Mummy taper shape with Nautilus multi-baffle hood.
- Down Defender to improve water-resistance in wet conditions.
- Full length locking YKK two-way zipper with zip-guard slider.

Materials: Ripstop nylon outer with nylon DWR inner
Insulation: 650+ Fill Power Duck Down with Down Defender
Interior Length: 211cm
Temperature Rating: -3.3°C Comfort, -9.8°C Comfort Limit, -28.4°C Extreme

https://marmotnz.co.nz/products/sawtooth?variant=21781106917459

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $599 (REG), $649 (LONG)

Marmot Never Winter

Key Features:
- Mummy taper shape with Nautilus multi-baffle hood.
- Down Defender to improve water-resistance in wet conditions.
- Full length locking YKK two-way zipper with zip-guard slider.

Materials: Ripstop nylon outer with nylon DWR inner
Insulation: 650+ Fill Goose Down (400g)
Weight: 910g
Temperature Rating: 3.6°C Comfort, -1.7°C Comfort Limit, -17.8°C Extreme

https://marmotnz.co.nz/collections/down-sleeping-bags/products/never-winter-long-1

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $500 (REG), $549 (LONG)
Therm-a-Rest NeoAir XTherm

Key Features:
- The greatest warmth to weight ratio of any air mattress.
- Multiple reflective layers give the mattress 4-season warmth.
- Stuff sack and repair kit included.

R-Value: 5.7
Regular Size Mat: Thickness 6cm, 51cm W x 183cm L
Packed Size: 23cm x 10cm
Weight: 430g

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $500 (REG), $590 (LGE)

Therm-a-Rest Prolite Plus

Key Features:
- Lightweight 4-season comfort.
- Minimal weight and packed size are as much a priority as reliable performance and comfort.
- Ideal for high-mileage, high-speed journeys.

R-Value: 3.4
Regular Size Mat: 3.8cm thick, 51cm W x 183cm L
Packed Size: 28 x 12cm
Weight: 650g
http://e.ampro.co.nz/product/5037-tar-prolite-plus-regular-poppy

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $270 (REG), $320 (LGE)

Therm-a-Rest Prolite

Key Features:
- Lightweight 3-season comfort.
- Minimal weight and packed size are as much a priority as reliable performance and comfort.
- Ideal for high-mileage, high-speed journeys.

R-Value: 2.4
Regular Size Mat: 2.5cm Thick, 51cm W x 183cm L
Packed Size: 28 x 8cm
Weight: 510g
http://e.ampro.co.nz/product/5042-tar-prolite-regular-poppy

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $230 (REG), $290 (LGE)

Therm-a-Rest Ridgerest SOL

Key Features:
- ThermaCapture surface reflects radiant heat back to your body, amplifying the warmth of the heat-trapping dimples by 20.
- Folding design is compact and easy to pack.
- Virtually indestructible closed-cell foam provides lasting comfort

R-Value: 2.6
Regular Size Mat: 2cm Thick, 51cm W x 183cm L
Packed Size: 51 x 13 x 14cm
Weight: 410g
https://e.ampro.co.nz/product/2487-tar-z-lite-sol-regular-silver-limon?categoryId=8369

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $115 (REG)
Sea to Summit Silk Sleeping Bag Liner

Key Features:
- Double folded with reinforced seams.
- Premium durable ripstop silk.
- Available in rectangular, mummy, extra-long and with a hood.

Weight approx.: 130g
Packed Size: 92 x 185cm


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE FROM $120

Sea to Summit Thermolite Reactor

Key Features:
- Made from Thermolite, a hollow core fibre that provides extraordinary warmth for its weight and remains extremely breathable.
- Adds up to 8C/15F of warmth to a sleeping bag.
- Can also be used alone as a warm weather bag.

Weight: 248g
Packed Size: 210 x 90cm


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $90

Sea to Summit Aeros Ultralight Pillow

Key Features:
- Durable construction, abrasion resistant.
- Curved shape cradles head
- Inflates with only a few breaths.

Packed Size Regular: 5.5 x 7cm
Weight: 60g


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $60

LifeVenture TiV Vacuum Flask

Key Features:
- TiV high performance thermally-induced vacuum
- Keeps drinks hot for up to 8 hours or cold for 24 hours
- Screw-in stopper with pouring spout
- Stainless steel lid can be used as a cup

500ml Flask Weight: 365g
700ml Flask Weight: 465g
1000ml Flask Weight: 555g

https://www.furtherfaster.co.nz/collections/flasks/products/lifeventure-vacuum-flask-700ml

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $40 (500), $45 (700), $50 (1000)
Fenix HM65R

Key Features:
- Powerful, high performance lighting.
- Dual lenses—one spotlight and one floodlight.
- USB rechargeable.

Brightness: Maximum 1000 lumens in Spotlight mode and 400 lumens in Floodlight mode
Beam Range: 163min Spotlight mode, 55m in Floodlight mode
Weight: 97g
Batteries: One included 18650 rechargeable Li-ion or 2 x CR123A


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $200

Led Lenser SEO7R

The SEO7R is the premium model in the SEO range. It is rechargeable, but also runs on standard AAA batteries.
The SEO7R features Ledlenser’s Advanced Focus System, and the choice of using Optisense Technology as one of its light options, where the light output automatically adjusts to suit the light in the surrounding environment.

Brightness: 220 lumens
Beam Range: 130m (High), 40m (Low)
Weight: 93g
Batteries: 3 x AAA


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $180

Petzl Actik Core

A weather resistant headlamp which emits a maximum of 350 lumens featuring red night vision, mixed beam lighting, strobe mode, and is compatible with the Core rechargeable battery.

Brightness: 450 lumens
Beam Range: 90m
Weight: 75g
Batteries: 3 x AAA or CORE rechargeable battery (available as accessory)


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $145

Fenix HL18R

Key Features:
- A compact USB rechargeable headlamp with extreme versatility.
- Two beam options—spotlight and floodlight and six light levels.
- AAA battery compatible.

Brightness: Maximum 400 lumens in Spotlight mode and 30 lumens in Floodlight mode
Beam Range: 76min Spotlight mode, 10m in Floodlight mode
Weight: 80g
Batteries: One included 1300 mAh Li-polymer or 3 x AAA


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $120
**Black Diamond Storm 400**
Black Diamond’s rugged, fully waterproof workhorse for foul conditions and big adventures, the Storm headlamp now features 400 lumens of power and three different colored night vision modes.

**Brightness:** [High] 400 lumens, [Medium] 180 lumens, [Low] 8 lumens  
**Beam Range:** [High] 100m, [Low] 9m  
**Weight:** 120g  
**Batteries:** 4 x AAA  
https://www.blackdiamondequipment.com/en/storm-375-BD620640_cfg.html#start=1

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $100**

**Led Lenser M5**
The MH5 comes with a Li-ion rechargeable battery but also runs on standard AA batteries. The mounting of the lamp head means it can be easily detached and used as a handheld light or fastened to other gear with the built-in clip. The patented Advanced Focus System allows you to seamlessly focus from a broad floodlight to a sharp long-distance beam, while Smart Light Technology gives you two light options of high and low power.

**Brightness:** 400 lumens  
**Beam Range:** 180m (high), 40m (low)  
**Weight:** 92g  
**Batteries:** 1 x Li-ion Rechargeable (supplied) or 1 x AA  

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $120**

**Petzl Actik**
A weather resistant headlamp which emits a maximum of 300 lumens featuring red night vision, mixed beam lighting, strobe mode, and is compatible with the Core rechargeable battery.

**Brightness:** 350 lumens  
**Beam Range:** 80m  
**Weight:** 86g  
**Batteries:** 3 x AAA or CORE rechargeable battery (available as accessory)  

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $95**

**Black Diamond Spot 325**
A waterproof headlamp which emits a maximum of 325 lumens featuring red night vision, power tap technology and strobe mode.

**Brightness:** [High] 325 lumens, [Medium] 160 lumens, [Low] 6 lumens  
**Beam Range:** [High] 80m, [Medium] 60m, [Low] 8m  
**Weight:** 86g  
**Batteries:** 3 x AAA  

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $85**
Goal Zero Guide 10 Plus Nomad 7 Solar Panel Kit

On the go charging. Charge the power bank AA batteries or charge your devices direct from the panel. Solar panel fits in a backpack and can be hung off the outside to charge while on the move. Power bank also includes a flashlight and AAA battery adaptor.

**Dimensions:** Power bank 6 x 10.2 x 1.6cm, Solar panel 23 x 3.8 x 43cm unfolded/ 23 x 3.8 x 16.5cm folded

**Weight:** Power bank with batteries 181g, Solar Panel 460g

**Battery Details:** Li-ion NMC with 4.8V, 2,300m/Ah capacity


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $250**

Goal Zero Venture 70 Power Pack

A rugged, fully waterproof power pack featuring two charging ports, LED charging lights and a 65-lumen flashlight. Charge smartphone, camera, headlamp and tablet multiples times over and two simultaneously if needed. The perfect companion for big adventures.

**Dimensions:** 16.3 x 9.5 x 2.35cm

**Weight:** 454g

**Battery Details:** Li-ion NMC with 3.78V, 17,700m/Ah capacity

**IP Rating:** IP x 67


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $300**

Goal Zero Nomad 28 Plus Solar Panel

A weather resistant travel friendly panel with kickstand and LED indicator display for optimized sun placement. Options to charge devices directly from the panel or to a power pack for later use.

**Dimensions:** 31 x 80 x .2cm unfolded/ 31 x 20 x 2.5cm folded

**Weight:** 1134g w/out kickstand/1360g with kickstand

**Rated Power:** 28 watts


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $500**

Goal Zero Sherpa 100 Power Bank + Nomad 28 Plus Solar Panel

Charging versatility. Sherpa 100 can be charged from the solar panel, car or wall outlet, and has an array of ports for lighting or electronics. Devices can also be charged directly from the solar panel. The Nomad panel features a larger footprint and power flow indicator for an enhanced charging.

**Dimensions:** Power bank 6 x 10.2 x 1.6cm, Solar panel 23 x 3.8 x 43cm unfolded/ 23 x 3.8 x 16.5cm folded

**Weight:** Power bank 864g, Inverter 159g, Solar Panel w/ kickstand 1360g

**Battery Details:** Li-ion NMC with 11V, 8,800mAh capacity


**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $1150**
Expedition Clothing
Expedition Gloves & Booties
Expedition Footwear
Expedition Sleeping Bags
**The North Face Himalayan Parka**

**Key Features:**
- Welded baffle construction eliminates cold spots.
- Thick, warm draft yoke around the neck seals out the cold.
- Two large chest pockets with both internal and external access.

**Materials:** Gore-Tex Windstopper outer, 100% Polyester lining
**Insulation:** 800 Fill Goose Down in main body and sleeves. 700 fill Goose Down in back panel and lower shoulders
**Weight:** 1410g

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $1450**

**Rab Expedition Down Jacket**

**Key Features:**
- Helmet compatible down filled hood with wire peak.
- Box wall outer construction with a stitch through baffled inner.
- The Pertex Endurance outer gives weatherproof protection.
- One of the warmest jackets available in the world today and is designed specifically for use at high-altitude and in Polar regions.

**Materials:** Pertex Endurance outer, Pertex Quantum lining
**Insulation:** 850 Fill European Hydrophobic Goose Down (526g)
**Weight:** 1340g

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $1400**

**Rab Expedition 8000 Salopettes**

**Key Features:**
- Designed to complement Rab's Expedition 8000 Down Jacket for high altitude and polar expeditions.
- Box wall construction eliminates cold spots.
- Full length side zips for getting them on and off with ease and venting.
- Front kangaroo pocket and adjustable support braces.

**Materials:** Pertex Endurance outer, Pertex Quantum liner
**Insulation:** 850 Fill European Hydrophobic Goose Down (322g)
**Weight:** 850g

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $1100**

**The North Face Himalayan Pant**

**Key Features:**
- Welded baffle construction eliminates cold spots and weak points that accompany needle holes.
- 100% windproof fabric with added weather protection at knees, kick patches and seat.
- 2-way leg zip is one continuous zip and forms crescent drop-seat.

**Materials:** GoreTex Windstopper outer, 100% Polyester lining
**Insulation:** 800 Fill Goose Down, with 700 fill down in the lower legs
**Weight:** 1100g
[https://thenorthface.co.nz/product/men-s-himalayan-pant-3#NF00A54PJK3](https://thenorthface.co.nz/product/men-s-himalayan-pant-3#NF00A54PJK3)

**RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $900**
Rab Batura Jacket

**Key Features:**
- Designed for use on high altitude and polar expeditions.
- Box wall construction and external storm flaps eliminate cold spots.
- Down filled hood with helmet compatible wired peak.
- Two front zip chest pockets with hook and loop closures.

**Materials:** Pertex Shield fully taped waterproof outer, Pertex Quantum inner

**Insulation:** 800FP R.D.5 Certified European Goose Down (450g/ 15.9oz size L)

**Weight:** 1190g

https://rab.equipment/uk/batura-jacket-8203

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $1000

Montane Alpine 850 Down Jacket

**Key Features:**
- Box wall construction eliminates cold spots.
- Down filled hood with helmet compatible wired peak.
- Two microfleece lined hand pockets with YKK Aquaguard Vislon zips and two internal stretch mesh drop pockets.

**Materials:** DIAMOND LITE nylon outer with tough 'liquid crystal' technology and DWR finish, FEATHERLITE XV 15D nylon rip-stop lining

**Insulation:** 350g of 90/10 water resistant HyperDRY goose down at 850+ fill

**Weight:** 735g


RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $699

Rab Photon Pants

**Key Features:**
- Designed for warmth and greater freedom of movement in extreme environments.
- Pertex Shield 2.5 layer reinforcement patches on seat, knees and kick patches.
- Full length side zips and internal insulated zip baffle.
- 2 YKK zipped hand warmer pockets.
- Elasticated rear waistband, plus brace compatible belt loops.

**Materials:** Pertex Quantum outer fabric

**Insulation:** Stratus recycled insulation 100g/m²

**Weight:** 536g

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $400

Montane Extreme Salopettes

**Key Features:**
- Reinforced seat, knees and inner ankles.
- Full length side zips and internal insulated zip baffle.
- 2 zippered chest pockets and elasticated braces.
- 2-way front zip with part elasticated waist.

**Materials:** Pertex 6 outer, Polardri Mini-Rip reinforcement on the seat, knees and inner ankles

**Insulation:** Dryactiv 3000 deep pile lining that provides warmth, wicks sweat, dries fast and helps to retain body warmth even when wet

**Weight:** 1122g

https://www.montane.co.uk/mens-c1/clothing-c25/pants-c7/extreme-

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $279
The North Face Himalayan Down Mitts

Key Features:
- Designed to endure 8000 metre ascents.
- Kevlar reinforced finger caps to provide durability in high-wear areas.
- Leather palm for maximum protection, grip and durability.
- Removable wrist leashes secure gloves when not in use.

Materials: Windstopper shell with water resistant goat leather palm
Insulation: Primaloft Gold and 600 Fill Goose Down

https://www.thenorthface.com/shop/himalayan-mitt-nf0a2vhn#hero=0

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $330

Rab Expedition Mitts

Key Features:
- Designed for use at high altitude and in Polar regions.
- Removable inner glove for quick drying.
- A wide opening for easy on and off in extreme cold.
- Detachable wrist leashes to prevent loss in strong winds.
- Textured grip on the palm.

Materials: Pertex Endurance shell
Insulation: 850 Fill European Hydrophobic Goose Down with dual layer Primaloft Gold insulation on the palm and pebble fleece lining

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $300

Rab Expedition Slipper

Key Features:
- Rab fluorocarbon free Hydrophobic Down developed with Nikwax.
- Elasticated ankle.
- Single-handed shock cord closure.
- Hang loops.
- Stuff sack.

Materials: Pertex Quantum inner and outer fabric
Insulation: 800 Fill European Goose Down
Weight: 240g (Size: Large)

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $200
La Sportiva Olympus Mons Cube

A technical 8000 metre boot for Himalayan expeditions and Polar environments.

**Outer Boot:** Stretch Cordura w/UltraSonic Welding & Heat Sealing/Corner Zip Zipper/Water Repellent Gusset/High Tenacity Nylon/Multi-Density PE/Reflective Aluminum lining/Dual BOA closure system/Vibram rubber rand

**Inner Boot:** 6mm PE + EVA Single Density foam/ Cordura Fliz Zone/ Dual Velcro Closure 4mm PE+EVA Single Density foam

**Midsole:** 2mm graded polyurethane crampon attachment/Skitrab Tech inserts.

**Sole:** Vibram Litebase and Vibram MorFlex expanded EVA.

**Sizes:** 38–50 (including half sizes).

**Weight:** 2100g per pair (Size 42).

https://www.sportiva.com/olympus-mons-cube.html

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE POA

La Sportiva G2 SM

Developed in collaboration with the Italian alpinist Simone Moro. This boot is perfect for 6000–7000 metre peaks.

**Gaiter:** Water repellent, abrasion resistant, stretch Cordura +

**Inner Shell:** Insulating 4-layer structure with Lorica reinforcement inserts

**Bootie:** PE + EVA single density 6 mm with Flex Zone and double Velcro closure

**Midsole:** 2mm Polyurethane with crampon attachment points

**Footbed:** Insulating 3mm carbon Honeycomb Tech

**Sole:** Vibram Matterhorn with Impact Brake System lugs

**Sizes:** 37–48 (including half sizes)

**Weight:** 1940g per pair

https://www.sportiva.com/g2-sm.html

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $1199
Rab Expedition 1400

Key Features:
- Longitudinal baffles to prevent down migration.
- Close fitting neck baffle to prevent heat loss.
- Down clothing compatible.

Materials: Pertex Endurance outer fabric, Pertex Microlight inner fabric
Insulation: 850 Fill European Hydrophobic Goose Down
Weight: 2090g
Temperature Rating: -40/-40F
Packed Size: 28x37cm
https://rab.equipment/uk/expedition-1400

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $2000

Rab Expedition 1200

Key Features:
- Down clothing compatible.
- Longitudinal baffles to prevent down migration.
- Head and foot areas lined with waterproof Pertex Endurance.

Materials: Pertex Endurance outer fabric, Pertex Microlight inner fabric
Insulation: 850 Fill European Hydrophobic Goose Down
Temperature Rating: -35/-31F
Packed Size: 28x37cm
Weight: 1850g
https://rab.equipment/uk/expedition-1200

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $1900

The North Face Inferno -40C/-40F

Key Features:
- Designed for use at the edge of human tolerance
- Down clothing compatible
- Trapezoidal baffles to prevent down migration
- Head, foot and back lined with water resistant Neovent Air fabric

Materials: Pertex Endurance outer fabric
Insulation: 800 Fill ProDown
Temperature Rating: -40/-40F
Packed Size: 30x56cm
https://thenorthface.co.nz/product/inferno-40F-40C-5

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $1400

The North Face Inferno -29C/-20F

Key Features:
- Designed for use at extreme sub-zero environments.
- Down clothing compatible.
- Trapezoidal baffles to prevent down migration.
- Head, foot and back lined with water resistant Neovent Air fabric.

Materials: Pertex Endurance outer fabric
Insulation: 800 Fill ProDown
Temperature Rating: -29/-20F
Packed Size: 28 x 51cm
https://thenorthface.co.nz/product/inferno-20F-29C-5

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $1250
ADVENTURE CONSULTANTS ORDER FORM

FIRST NAME: ___________________________________  LAST NAME: ___________________________________

Billing Information
STREET ADDRESS: ____________________________________________________________

EMAIL: ___________________________________________  PHONE: ________________________________

SHIPPING ADDRESS (If different from above): ____________________________________________

Payment Details
NAME ON CARD:_________________________________________

CREDIT CARD DETAILS: ___________________________  EXPIRY DATE: ________  CVC: ________

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE: _______________________________________________  DATE: __________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
<th>ITEM DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>COLOUR</th>
<th>UNIT PRICE</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUB-TOTAL NZ$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

FREIGHT COST (Office to calculate):

TOTAL COSTS NZ$:

ADDITIONAL NOTES:

Freight
Freight will be calculated as a separate cost, once your order has arrived at the AC office and is consolidated.

Please tick your preferred freight service from one of the options below:

New Zealand Freight Options:

☐ ParcelPost
☐ Tracked Courier
☐ Tracked Courier with Signature

International Freight Options:

☐ International Air—Untracked service, 3-10 working day delivery
☐ International Courier—Tracked service, 2-6 working day delivery, signature required on delivery
☐ International Express Courier—Tracked service, 1-5 working day delivery, signature required on delivery